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Preparation for check-out
The aim is for the 
property to be in the 
same condition at 
the check-out as the 
condition recorded 
on the inventory you 
agreed at the start of 
your tenancy. All the 
listed items should be 
in the same place. The 
only things that should be different are items 
agreed during the tenancy, plus any fair wear 
and tear.

In preparation for the check-out meeting 
we suggest you make time to go through 
the inventory and check each item listed to 
ensure it is in the same condition and place as 
recorded. As a guide to help you prepare you 

should consider the following points:

Cleaning
In our experience most deductions from 
deposits are for inadequate cleaning, often 
despite hard work by outgoing tenants. Given 
this we strongly advise you use professional 
cleaners. 

Introduction
Moving home can be stressful. There are 
specific requirements when leaving a rented 
property which are not always obvious. People 
naturally worry about getting their deposit 
back. This can all add to the stress of moving. 

To make things easier and reduce the chances 
of having any deductions from your deposit 
we have produced this booklet. We hope you 
find it helpful. 

Check-out date
The date and time of your check-out meeting 
will be shown in the letter we have sent you. 
The check-out meeting may not take place 
on the last day of your tenancy if that date 
falls on a weekend or bank holiday. Check-
out meetings take 
place during 
working hours 
Monday-Friday.

We recommend 
that you attend the 
check-out meeting, 
however this is not absolutely necessary as 
we will take pictures of any areas of concern. 
If you need to change the time or date of 
your meeting we usually need at least 36 hrs 
notice of your request and may not be able to 
change the scheduled appointment.

It is important that the property is ready to 
hand back to us when the check-out meeting 
starts, as it will not be possible for you to 
re-enter the property after the meeting. If the 
property is not ready we may reschedule the 
meeting and charge you for the cancelled 
meeting.

C H E C K I N G  O U T
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If you buy our check-out service then one 
of our cleaning companies will guarantee 
the standard meets the requirements of the 
tenancy, with no risk to you or your deposit 
in respect of cleaning. All you need to do is 
remove your possessions, check the property 
against the inventory and leave the cleaning 
to them. By agreement they can do this work 
after the check-out meeting, further reducing 
the hassle for you. Please contact us for a 
quote.

If you feel confident you can do the cleaning 
to the required standard we have provided a 
check list of things to clean at the 
back of this book. 

Carpet cleaning
Please be aware your 
tenancy requires that 
you have the carpets 
cleaned by a professional and 
recognised carpet cleaning company. We will 
expect a receipt as confirmation of this. We 
can provide details of recommended carpet 
cleaning companies. Hiring a machine will not 
be acceptable; if you do this we will arrange 
for the carpets to be professionally cleaned at 
your expense. 

Our check-out service includes carpet 
cleaning.  

Rubbish
Make sure all your food 
and rubbish is removed 
from the property, 
including emptying 
wheelie bins and having them cleaned. 

Damage
Make sure any missing or broken 
items or appliances are replaced 
with suitable items agreed with 
us. If we need to repair or replace 
anything then you will be charged 
for this and for our time. We can 
provide details of contractors who can repair 
or replace items. Please note items must be 
replaced or repaired with appropriate items, 
e.g. a broken oven door will need parts 
approved by the oven manufacturer.

Making good
Where you have fixed things to the walls, e.g. 
TV or satellite connections, or caused any 
damage to the walls, you need 
to properly fill the holes and 
use matching paint so the 
holes can’t be seen. If you 
don’t do this or the repairs 
are poor we will charge for 
these repairs.

Batteries and bulbs
Replace batteries in smoke and carbon 
monoxide alarms where needed. Replace 
any missing or broken light bulbs. Unless the 
inventory shows they were not working it 
is assumed they were all working 
when you moved in. You will 
therefore be charged for any 
replacements required.   
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Keys
When you check 
out make sure you 
return the same keys 
you signed for at the 
start of (or received during) 
the tenancy. Missing keys may 
necessitate a change of lock which will 
be charged to you. Please make sure keys 
are clearly labelled or left near the door or 
window to which they belong, provided that 
does not compromise security. 

We will not accept your keys before the check-
out meeting as you remain responsible for the 
property until 
the end of 
your tenancy.

Meters
If your electric 
or gas meter have been changed to a pre-pay 
meter these should be returned to a normal 
meter before you leave. Unfortunately there 
is a great deal of time involved in changing 
meters so we will need to charge you if we 
need to get a meter changed.

Pets
Where there have 
been pets at the 
property we will 
arrange for the floors 
and soft furnishings 
to have a professional 
clean and flea 
treatment at your cost. 

Re-marketing and access
Over the coming weeks we may be marketing 
the property and a board may be placed 
outside. 

Where we need to 
arrange viewings 
of potential 
tenants we will 
provide you at 
least 24hrs notice. 

We would 
appreciate your 
help in presenting the property well for future 
tenants and thank you for your patience 
during this time.

If you agree for us to show people the 
property in your absence we will make sure it 
is locked again after we leave. We will never 
allow viewings to happen in your home 
without us being there. 

Rent payment
Rent is paid in advance so your 
last rent payment is due 
the month before your 
check-out date. Once 
this is paid don’t forget 
to cancel the standing 
order which pays your rent. 

If you don’t cancel the standing order and 
overpay rent it may take a few days to get this 
transferred back to you, and we may need to 
make a charge for this.
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Mail re-
direction
We will not forward 
mail to you after 
you leave the 
property. Future 
occupants may 
mark your mail as 
return to sender, but we can’t insist on this so 
you should not rely upon it. 

To avoid missing important items or incurring 
a cost you should arrange with Royal Mail 
for all your mail to be redirected to your new 
address. Failure to do this also exposes you to 
risk of identity fraud.

Utility bills
Make sure you 
contact your utility 
suppliers (electric; 
gas; water; phone, 
satellite/cable) to 
arrange your final bill.

You will also need to ensure you pay Council 
Tax to the last day of tenancy and notify them 
of your move. 

Until we have proof from you that you have a 
final account with all these suppliers we will 
retain £250 of your deposit to cover the cost 
of any outstanding bills. This protects the 
landlord who may be liable for any unpaid 
utility bills.

Winter protection
When the weather is cold please 
leave the heating and hot water 
on a low setting to protect 
against freezing after you 
leave. Please also do this 
for any time the property 
is empty before the check-
out meeting.

Check-out day
We will go through each item on the 
inventory, noting things which don’t match 
the original condition. We will be as specific 
and objective as possible, where practical 
photographing any issues or relevant items to 
form a clear record of the condition.

We will check meter readings and collect the 
keys, checking all keys are there and they all 
work properly.

We will collect your 
completed Tenancy Final 
Details Form, if you have 
not already provided 
this. This form was 
provided with the letter 
confirming the check-out 
appointment. 

Please remember, you 
will not be able to re-enter the property after 
this meeting as you have handed it back to us.

We usually complete our own check-out 
meetings but occasionally use a professional 
check-out clerk who will complete the 
meeting on our behalf.
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Deduction from your deposit
We aim to return your whole deposit, as that is 
a sign that you have looked after the property 
in accordance with the tenancy 
agreement. However we will 
charge you where items 
are not as shown on 
the inventory, i.e. we 
will charge for: 

•  Anything which 
is missing or 
changed - it is 
important for you to put things where they 
were on the inventory to avoid errors and 
delays. You should replace missing items 
with items agreed with us. 

•  Anything which is damaged or in poor 
condition, unless it is fair wear and tear. 
E.g. a few marks or scuffs on walls for each 
year of the tenancy would be fair wear 
and tear. As a guide, interior walls should 
not generally need repainting for at least 
6 years.  Gardens should be in good order 
and kept to broadly the same levels as 
when you moved in. If in 
doubt about whether 
something is fair wear 
and tear then please 
ask. Remember if it 
can be cleaned off, it 
is not wear and tear!

•  Any cleaning which is required to return 
the property to the standard shown on the 
inventory, including removing your items 
left in the property.

•  Professional carpet cleaning (a requirement of 
your tenancy). Stains which can’t be removed 
will be treated as damage to the carpet.

•   Unpaid Council Tax and utility bills to the 
last day of your tenancy. To avoid delays 
returning your deposit whilst you wait for 
your final utility bills we retain £250 of your 
deposit to cover these bills until you prove 
these bills have been paid, or the utility 
company is holding you responsible.

•  We will also deduct from your deposit our 
charge for the check-out meeting, the costs 
of arranging any works identified by the 
check-out plus any outstanding charges, eg 
renewal fees or fees to chase late rent.

•  We can also deduct any overdue rent. 
However this is not the main purpose of the 
deposit. 

Most charges we make to deposits are usually 
for cleaning, which is why we offer a check-
out service to help tenants. 

It is important to remember that if the deposit 
is not enough to cover all the outstanding 
costs and deductions then we usually advise 
landlords to recover any outstanding amounts 
through the courts. This can have an impact 
on a tenant’s credit rating and ability to rent 
properties in future.

Therefore we strongly advise 
that you ensure the property 
is left in good condition and 
all rents and fees are paid 
when due.
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Deposit return
We will review the findings of the check-out 
meeting and identify any deductions required 
with a view to agreeing these with you and 
your landlord. 

Once agreed we can transfer the balance of 
your deposit to the bank account you show on 
the Tenancy Final Details Form 
(sent with the letter 
confirming the check-
out appointment). 
On average we return 
deposits within 7 days. 
Please note banks can 
take up to 3 days to clear funds we transfer.

If we can’t get agreement for any items we will 
work to agree an acceptable compromise. 

In the few exceptional 
circumstances 
where compromise 
is not possible 
we will return 
the undisputed 
amount of the deposit and 
agree how we handle the 
disputed amount.

What if things go wrong?
If you dispute any of the deductions from your 
deposit you can appeal to whoever is securing 
your deposit. Most of ours are secured with 
TDS. TDS will want to see the assessment of 
any deduction is fair and reasonable, which 
is what we strive to achieve throughout the 
process. 

We have our own complaints and 
feedback procedure should you have any 
dissatisfaction. This is available on our website 
and on request.  

Additionally we are members of The Property 
Ombudsman scheme and ARLA - The 
Association of Residential Lettings Agents. 
These each have their own codes of practice, 
to which we subscribe and follow. 

In addition to our information the 
Government’s How to Rent guide from  
www.gov.uk is very useful.

Tenancy Final Details form
An important part of the check-out is having 
the Tenancy Final Details Form completed. 
This form was sent 
to you with the 
letter confirming 
the check-out 
appointment. The 
form includes some 
key information from 
all tenants to help 
ensure the check-out 
and deposit return 
happen smoothly. Please 
get this form back to us at least 24 hours 
before the check-out meeting, or have it 
available at the meeting. 

Closing
We hope this booklet has been useful and 
helps you prepare well. If you have any 
concerns or questions about your check-out 
then please contact us on 01480 494967. 
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o	 Inventory – go through each item and note differences

o	 Broken or missing items – agree replacements or repairs with us

o	Damage to the property – eg walls and floors – repair and make good.

o	Cleaning – book Check-out service or use attached cleaning checklist

o	Carpet cleaning – book a reputable company to clean carpets (and get a receipt)

o	 Batteries and bulbs – replace any which don’t work

o	 Keys – have full sets as provided when you moved in

o	 	Utility bills – ensure final meter readings taken at last day of tenancy and utility 
companies provide a final bill, which we will need.

o	Arrange for Royal Mail to forward all post to your new address

o	Complete the Tenancy Final Details form

Check-out Preparation Checklist

We have contractors who can address most items. If in doubt then please contact us.



General

o	 Remove all dust and cobwebs 

o	 	Damp wipe to remove dust and 
marks, ensuring no smears from

	 o	All surfaces 

	 o	 	All paintwork, including skirting 
boards 

 o	All window frames 

	 o	All doors and door frames 

	 o	All door and window handles

	 o	All furniture and fittings 

o	Clean all windows, inside and out

o	 	Remove dust and marks from all light 
fittings 

o	 	Remove marks and dust from all 
electrical  sockets and switches 

o	 Fully clean any hard floors 

o	 	Have all carpets cleaned by a 
professional cleaning company 

o	 	Clean other items which are on the 
inventory 

Kitchen

o	 	Clean all kitchen units, cupboards 
(inside and out) and drawers, 
including runners

o	 	Clean cooker hoods, clean or replace 
filters 

o	 	Clean washing machine, including 
seals, dispensers and filter 

o	 	Defrost and clean fridges and 
freezers – switch off, leave door open

o	 	Clean cooker, oven and oven racks – 
ensure no burnt on residue 

o	Clean dishwasher – ensure filter clean

o	 	Clean and descale sink, plughole, 
overflow and taps 

Bath/Loo

o	 	Clean and descale all bathroom and 
toilet sanitary ware 

o	 	Clean and descale all taps, shower 
heads and shower hoses 

o	 	Clean and descale any shower 
screens and shower curtains 

o	Clean and descale any tiles 

o	Clean and polish mirrors 

Outside

o	Clear and tidy outside areas 

o	 	Cut grass, weed garden, cut back 
overgrown plants 

o	 	Clear and tidy any shed, garage or 
storage areas

o	 	Remove all rubbish from the 
property 

o	 	Empty and clean 
wheelie bins

Cleaning Checklist

If this looks like hard work, use our check-out service! 01480 494967
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St Ives Office: 12 Station Road, St Ives, PE27 5BH

Tel: 01480 494967

“We would like to thank 
all members of the 

team for providing an 
exemplary service.  

We would be happy to 
recommend Maxine 

Lester to anyone”
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